We present a novel method for bra sizing based on surface scan data. While the current standard of finding the proper size for brassieres is based on only two 1-dimensional measurements, our approach takes the entire shape information into account. We propose to use the breast's volume as a good approximation for that shape. To compute the breast volume we introduce a robust and automatic algorithm based on measuring the volume difference of a torso with and without the breasts. Finally, we compare our novel sizing strategy to the traditional sizing of bras. We will show a better distribution across the population of test-subjects. Using the surface scan data in combination with our volume based sizing approach we can furthermore generate mean body shapes for every bra size which is of great benefit for bra development.
Introduction

Motivation
In the apparel industry the grading and construction of brassieres is a tedious and time consuming process which requires a lot of expert knowledge. The results often are unsatisfying due to an insufficient adaptation to the target population. The current gold standard to determine the cup size of a bra is measuring the difference between the chest and the under-bust girth. This implies that the assumption of equally shaped torsos holds, which in reality is not feasible. Depending on the shape of the body's back, these measurements can be wrong. As a consequence, a proper cup sizing is not always achieved using the traditional standard. Lots of expert knowledge is needed to counteract this problem. We tackle this problem by introducing a paradigm shift in the definition of shape features for the female breast. We argue that a feature closer related to the shape is needed to improve the process of adapting bras to populations. Assuming an almost homogeneous distribution of soft tissue in the region of the breast we propose that the volume is a superior representation for the shape. Thus, we introduce a method for extracting an approximated volume of a breast by only analyzing surface data (i.e. a body scan).
Related Work
The analysis of body shapes for the apparel industry has a wide body of research. Previously a lot of expert knowledge was developed by pattern makers based on anthropometric studies. Some famous basic rules for pattern construction as e.g. introduced by [1] come to mind. Since virtualization technologies found their way into the cloth development process more techniques especially from the field of computational geometry are used in this domain. Morphable Models ( [2, 3] ) are introduced to describe geometry as a statistic over vertex positions. They describe a shape without the need of measurements and can be used for statistical shape analysis and body synthesis. Hasler et al. [4] extended the idea of body shape statistics by labelling the feature space with additional values (e.g. weight, body height). Since the presented work analyzes surface data acquired from body scans, a suitable representation of the shape has to be generated. Watertight manifold triangle meshes are required by many algorithms dealing with the manipulation and analysis of geometry. A lot of work exists on approximating scattered point data by a triangle mesh template ( [5, 6] ). Rödel et al. [7] introduced a report on shape based analysis of female torsos. We introduce a two-step approach for fitting scan data with a mesh inspired by Zollhöfer et al. [8] . They used a statistical model as a prior and introduce additional constraints for an optimization of the result. To our knowledge no related work exists that achieve the extraction of cup volume approximation based only on the surface information.
Overview
In this work, we present a lightweight and easy to implement method for extracting the breasts' volume using only an upper body surface scan. To achieve this, we measure the volume difference of the original scan and an adapted version without the breasts. For the virtual removal of the breasts we present a robust automatic feature detector that locates the region of interest. Subsequently we use a smoothing approach to find an upper body representation without breasts. We use this new method of volume extraction to re-cluster a population of females and the results are compared to the traditional way of sizing. We show that our method leads to better distributed size groups. Finally, we present the representative shapes for the clusters and outline how they can be used in pattern construction for brassieres.
Method
Preprocessing of Scanned Data
With the presented method the volume of a woman's breast can be extracted from a single body scan of the torso. For this purpose the raw scan data have to be transferred into a mesh representation, as the used surface deformation scheme works on manifold surfaces. For extracting a mesh representation we use a two-step approach. In the first step, we register a coarse statistical model to the point cloud (see [10] ). To further refine the mesh, non-rigid registration based on [6, 11] is performed. The advantage of this registration method is to preserve semantic landmarks on the mesh relative to the human body. It is a common practice in apparel construction to analyze symmetric body shapes. Therefore, we symmetrize the meshes aligned to their principal axis.
Automatic Extraction of the Feature Region
The presented method works on female body scans as input data and assumes the volume to be the difference between a torso shape and a breast-less version of the torso. In order to generate a torso without the breasts we need to isolate the appropriate surface region. Including the whole mesh into the computation described in the following section will lead to incorrect results. To label the proper region around the cups a robust and automatic feature detection scheme is implemented. The method first extracts the height of the under-bust (see Figure 1 ). For this, arbitrarily fine axial plane cuts with the mesh are analyzed in ascending direction. For each plane, we determine a point behind the middle of the cup -we refer to it as the origin. From this point we shoot rays to intersect the front of the torso contour (see Figure 1 , right). The ray with the most extent within a certain angle is chosen to be the feature value of the current plane cut. Now, every height has its own representing feature value. The function over the height is depicted in Figure 2 , left. We are able to find the height of maximum curvature by evaluating the second derivative of the function (Figure 2, right) . This corresponds to the under-bust height. The region of interest finally is lower bounded by the height of the under-bust-girth. The upper bound is defined by a semantic landmark on the body. In addition only vertices with a front facing normal are included in the smoothing (see Figure 3 ). 
Cup Volume Approximation
After the extraction of the feature region, the volume of the breast has to be extracted. The only input our method needs is the surface information. Since we assume a homogenous distribution of the soft tissue within the feature region, the cup volume approximation is calculated by
Extracting from the original upper body surface scan is straight forward. Computing the volume of the breast-less instance is more involved. The region of the breast has to be processed in a way that preserves the torso while removing the breasts. This information is not part of the scan. Furthermore, no ground truth data exists. There is no standard for defining which part of the female breast belongs to the part that later will be supported by the bra. For this reason we defined our own algorithm that generates an upper body mesh representation without the breasts.
We use a Laplace-Beltrami operator defined for discrete surfaces (as meshes) to smooth the formerly extracted region of interest (see section 2.2). The method iterates over each vertex of the mesh multiple times and replaces it by the average of its neighboring vertices:
with ( ) being the 1-neighbourhood of a vertex . Iteratively the mesh is smoothed and high shape features (such as breasts) disappear. Note, smoothing the entire mesh would lead to incorrect results, for this reason we apply the presented Laplace-Beltrami operator only on the formerly extracted breast-region (see Section 2.2). The original Shape and the smoothened instance are shown in Figure 4 . 
Result
Traditional Measurement-Based Clustering
The main criterion of the developed method's quality is its influence on bra sizing. For evaluation we use 1183 meshes generated based on the CAESAR database [9] . First, we used the current approach, measuring the difference between under-bust and chest girth. The meshes then were separated into the traditional under-bust groups. Given the relatively small number of scanned subjects, we used four under-bust sizes (see Table 1 ). The distribution is shown in Figure 5 . Here the majority of subjects fall into the cluster 80. Next, the clusters have been separated into the traditional cup-sizes (compare Table 2 ). 
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Measured as delta between the chest and the under-bust girth (in cm).
The overall result of the traditional clustering can be seen in Figure 6 . This method makes the assumption that the cup shape is entirely represented by only two measurements (chest and under-bust circumference). If this assumption holds, the cup sizes should be normally distributed. Analyzing the probability function of cup sizes in Figure 6 shows that this is not the case. We therefore replace it by the presented volume based approach. This leads to an improved distribution (see Figure 8 ) as well as a more suitable description for the definition of female breast shapes. 
Volume-Based Clustering
The presented breast volume approximation now is used to replace the traditional cup sizing. While the subjects are still grouped according to their under-bust circumference, the two-measurement based cup sizing is replaced by volume clusters. We introduce five volume clusters V1-V5. Every subject from the database was evaluated according to its breast volume. Afterward, we searched for the best cluster bounds using the k-means method. This commonly used method separates a set of samples into clusters while ensuring each sample to have the minimum distance to its subset-center (for details, see [12] ). Note, that the method is neither limited to 5 volume clusters nor constrained to have the same amount of volume group for each under-bust cluster. Our experimental clustering is shown in Table 3 while Figure 7 shows the boundaries graphically to gain intuition. Note, that each under-bust cluster has its individual bounds for the volume clusters. Figure 8 shows the distribution of subjects using the adapted approach. Note the substantially better distribution of the subjects within as well as amongst all under-bust clusters. One additional key difference to the static cup sizing rule of the traditional approach is that our volume clusters adapt to each under bust cluster. For example a V4 cup for cluster 90 covers approximately the same volume range as a V2 cup for cluster 100 (see Figure 7) . The traditional approach applies one rule for cup sizes over all subjects -the difference between two measurements. This leads to the second reason for the better distribution. The shape of the cup itself is not approximated well with the measurement-based approach. Figure 9 shows the redistribution of sample subjects from under-bust cluster 80. For example, the marked subject was formerly classified as an A-cup. In reality, the woman exhibits a cup volume of V5 which highly disagrees with an A-cup classification. With our volume based approach and the underlying measured 3D geometry we resemble the population more closely. Additionally we can generate mean breast shapes for every cluster. This is an excellent basis for the pattern creator of brassieres.
Applications
Sizing for a Given Population of Scans
One previously mentioned fundamental advantage of our new volume based approach to clustering female breasts is the additional supply of mean shapes. In the following we will show these representative torso shapes that closely resemble the population of our scan data. These generated average shapes can be used for measurement, analysis and of course pattern construction. We used the previously shown distribution (Figure 8 ) of under-bust clusters with five volume groups per cluster. 
Brassiere Construction on 3D Avatars
Having the synthesized shapes at hand, the virtual assisted development of a constructed bra is possible. We sketch a system, where cuts can be applied directly on the virtual model (e.g. [13] ). After cutting the shape from the surface, a flattening method (see [14] ) leads to a good approximation to the shape of the final pattern. Figure 10 shows the use case where a synthesized average shape is directly used to apply cuts for further processing. 
Limitations
Even though the presented method of extracting chest volumes for sizing yields good results, some limitations of the system have to be discussed. The main issue is the lack of a ground truth test to evaluate the proposition of extracting the volume. In practice this evaluation is not possible due to obvious reasons. Even with comparable volumetric data from medical imaging the proper segmentation of the breast region is ambiguous. Another disadvantage of introducing volume clusters is the lack of intuition for this measurement. While taking the two measurements needed for the traditional approach is simple, the volume cannot be extracted with the usual measuring tape. With the growing importance of commodity body scanning hardware in the retail domain, there will be various possibilities to integrate a simple volume approximation system for breasts into a store. This way women can profit from our novel sizing system that enhances the quality of bra fit.
Conclusion and Outlook
We have presented a novel method for extracting the volume of a female breast from a 3D surface scan. Using this algorithm we have introduced a sizing scheme for bras that showed to outperform the current gold standard for bra sizing in terms of reproducing the sample population. Additionally to this new sizing scheme we are able to supply the industry with mean torso shapes of every new bra size. Using these sample shapes, the development of the actual bra is greatly simplified and less expert knowledge from the bra designer is required.
